Types of Workshops Available

- **In-person** - these face-to-face sessions are held in a traditional classroom setting and typically run 45 minutes to 80 minutes in length. Presentations provide detailed information about specific topics while workshops provide interactive, hands-on experiences for a particular pre-defined set of concepts. Please access the CTLES website for a copy of the Faculty Development Workshop Calendar which provides list of offerings and directions on how to sign-up. **Participants are asked to register for in-person workshops at least two days in advance by e-mailing Mrs. Sharon Goodwin, CTLES Program Assistant @ sgoodw2@scsu.edu.**

- **Face-to-Face Department/Specialized Group** – these sessions allow a group of participants to choose the workshop (located in the course catalog) to be offered. The requesting participants are responsible for reserving the meeting space and ensuring the proper technology capabilities for both the presenter and workshop attendees. **Interested participants should e-mail sgoodw2@scsu.edu at least two weeks in advance to setup a workshop.**

- **Face-to-Face Individualized** - these sessions allow an individual to request assistance to understand specific functions using the Blackboard Learn 9.1 Learning Management System (LMS). **Interested participants should e-mail sgoodw2@scsu.edu at least two weeks in advance to request a one-on-one session.**

- **Webinars** - these presentations are presented using a web-conferencing tool (Blackboard Collaborate) and typically run 50-60 minutes. Webinars provide a more customized, detailed demonstration. Webinars for Blackboard tools will run on Wednesdays throughout the semester and participants will earn badges for participation. **Interested participants should e-mail sgoodw2@scsu.edu at least two days in advance to register for a webinar session.**

- **Online workshops** - these facilitator-led workshops vary in length from 3-4 weeks and are a fully online course. This non self-paced option is only available for the eFellows Online Teaching Course. Participants are immersed in a robust online learning community, and apply their knowledge by completing activities and interacting with other participants according to a set schedule. **Interested participants should e-mail sgoodw2@scsu.edu for more information.**

- **Self - Paced On Demand** - provides access to self-paced Blackboard Learn training modules that allows participants to access Blackboard training on their own time and learn independently. Participants will have unlimited access to materials on the CTLES website through the Blackboard platform and will earn badges for completion.